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ABSTRACT

Background: Respiratory rate is a basic clinical measurement used for illness assessment. Errors in measuring respiratory rate are attributed to observer and equipment problems. Previous studies commonly report rate differences ranging from 2 to 6 breaths·min⁻¹ between observers.

Methods: To study why repeated observations should vary so much, we conducted a virtual experiment, using continuous recordings of breathing from acutely ill patients. These records allowed each breathing cycle to be precisely timed. We made repeated random measures of respiratory rate using different sample durations of 30, 60 and 120 s. We express the variation in these repeated rate measurements for the different sample durations as the interquartile range of the values obtained for each subject. We predicted what values would be found if a single measure, taken from any patient, were repeated and inspected boundary values of 12, 20 or 25 breaths·min⁻¹, used by the UK National Early Warning Score, for possible mis-scoring.

Results: When the sample duration was nominally 30 s, the mean interquartile range of repeated estimates was 3.4 breaths·min⁻¹. For the 60 s samples, the mean interquartile range was 3 breaths·min⁻¹, and for the 120 s samples it was 2.5 breaths·min⁻¹. Thus, repeat clinical counts of respiratory rate often differ by >3 breaths·min⁻¹. For 30 s samples, up to 40% of National Early Warning Scores could be misclassified.

Conclusions: Early warning scores will be unreliable when short sample durations are used to measure respiratory rate. Precision improves with longer sample duration, but this may be impractical unless better measurement methods are used.

Cite this article as: Drummond GB, Fischer D, Arvind DK. Current clinical methods of measurement of respiratory rate give imprecise values. ERJ Open Res 2020; 6: 00023-2020 [https://doi.org/10.1183/23120541.00023-2020].
Introduction

Respiratory rate is universally employed in the clinical assessment of ill patients and is now used widely in early warning scores to grade severe illness in acutely ill patients in an emergency setting [1]. Doubts have been raised about the reliability of such observations [2, 3], but measurement error is rarely considered [4].

Studies of respiratory rate tend to assume that breathing is stable and disregard breath-to-breath variation. In fact, variation from breath to breath can be substantial and appears random. When comparing alternative measurement methods, observations can differ unless exactly the same time periods are considered by each method. Thus, discrepancies between devices may not result from measurement error, as previous studies have assumed [5]. We could find no systematic studies of the repeatability of respiratory rate measurements, so we investigated the imprecision of clinical measurements of respiratory rate by simulating repeated measurements.

The obvious factor affecting repeatability is sample size. Random variation exerts a greater effect in small samples (the law of large numbers was first described by Gerolamo Cardano in the 16th century). We studied observations of different durations (i.e. sample size) to assess how this affected repeatability.

Methods

We used records made in a previous study in which we assessed a new device to measure respiratory rate. For that study, we had recruited a convenience cohort of adult patients who were admitted to hospital with acute illness.

Patients were studied in the acute admission unit of a 570-bed teaching hospital. All were studied in the first 4–8 h after admission. Nasal cannula pressure was recorded in each patient. This continuous measure allows precise measurement of successive breath durations over a greater time period than would be clinically feasible (figure 1). The sole criterion for admission to the study was that the patient accepted the nasal cannula placement. If possible, respiratory signals were recorded for 1 h, or until the patient was prepared for discharge or transfer from the ward. These data gave us a unique chance to simulate repeated clinical measurements of breathing rate. We designed the current study to present results in terms familiar to clinical workers.

For this previous study, we were granted ethical permission by the Scotland A Research Ethics committee (ref 12/SS/0054) subject to the provisions of section 51 of the Adults with Incapacity (Scotland) Act 2000. This legislation was relevant because we could not be certain that acutely ill patients were capable of giving full informed consent. We were allowed to retain only limited patient data (year of birth, height and weight) but were permitted to process anonymised data recordings and retain them for further use.

Patient recordings

To obtain a precise measure of breathing rate (intended for comparison with the new device) we recorded pressure at the nostrils with a nasal cannula (Sleep Sense 15802–2; Medes Ltd., Radlett, UK). This is a well-established and reliable method often used in sleep studies [6]. A single-use set of nasal cannulae were placed below the nostrils. The cannulae were connected through a bacterial filter to a battery-powered pressure transducer (PTAF2; Philips Respironics, Chichester, UK; www.philips.com/respirionics). This was placed beside the patient and the pressure signal was transmitted wirelessly (Bluetooth LE) to an iPod receiver. The pressure signal was digitised at 12.5 Hz. After each study period, the patient recordings were transferred from the receiver to a secure computer for further analysis.

The records were analysed using proprietary software (Spike2, version 5.19; CED, Cambridge, UK). Each breath onset time was identified and recorded automatically using a threshold detection facility in the display software, to give a sequence of times (accuracy >0.1 s) from the start of the record (figure 1a). An overall respiratory rate was calculated for each patient, in breaths per minute, by dividing the total number of complete breath cycles in the record by the total duration of those cycles. This value represents the most exact measure of breathing rate for that patient (figure 1b).

Each patient record of breath times was then randomly sampled, on multiple occasions, to select time segments, each of specified duration (figure 1c). The durations of these random samples were nominally 30, 60 and 120 s: the 30 s duration was chosen because it is common in clinical practice (most data sets show a substantial excess of even values [3]), 60 s because it is an ideal duration [7] and 120 s to assess the effect of a larger sample, although this is rarely used clinically. The respiratory rate was calculated from the whole number of breaths and the overall duration of those breaths, to the nearest 0.1 s, with the total duration as near as possible to the chosen value. The number of random sample periods taken from each patient record was related to the size of the recording: approximately one random sample was taken for each minute of each recording. Since the values were mostly not normally distributed, we expressed variation in repeated measures by the interquartile range of the observed rates. For each patient, and each
sample duration, the median and interquartile range of all the rate estimates was calculated. Figure 2a shows an example of the rate values obtained, taken from the record of the patient shown in figure 1. We used the measurements from the entire cohort of patients as a model population. These data allowed us to derive the likelihood of a repeat observation taken from a single patient, drawn from a population of patients similar to those we had studied. The model population allows incorporation of variance within and between patients, and the procedure is described in supplementary appendix 1.

Finally, we estimated how variations in the observed rate might affect the respiratory element of the UK National Early Warning Score allocated to a particular patient. We took the overall respiratory rate, based
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**FIGURE 1** a) Example of a nasal pressure trace. Nasal pressure decrease at the onset of each inspiration is detected automatically. Breath duration is calculated from the time between each mark. b) Each patient record consists of successive breath durations. The distribution of breath duration is shown in the insert, with the quartiles shown. c) Random samples are taken from this series, using a whole number of breath cycles, as close to 30 s as possible.
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**FIGURE 2** a) The distribution of separate rate value measurements (using 30 s samples) for the patient shown in figure 1, with median and quartile values, in relation to overall respiratory rate (shown as ●). b) Measurements from all subjects, with median and interquartile range, in relation to the overall respiratory rate for each subject, using a 30 s sample duration. c) The influence of a greater duration of sample on the interquartile range of the observations. Observations from each subject are linked.
on the entire record, as the true respiratory rate of the patient. We then estimated the proportion of observations made from the patient that would have resulted in the same score value.

Data were processed using Python scripts and GraphPad Prism version 6.05 for Windows (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA, USA; www.graphpad.com). Unless otherwise stated, data are summarised as the median (quartiles). The original breath time data used are available as a web appendix (appendix 2).

Results

We studied a convenience cohort of clinically unwell patients with a wide range of respiratory rates (see figure 2b) and our findings should be generalisable to many emergency patients. However, clinical variability was high, with a mean (SD) interquartile range of 3.0 breaths·min$^{-1}$. For patients with rates in the middle of the normal range, between 15 and 17 breaths·min$^{-1}$, a large proportion of scores were correctly allocated. However, for patients with overall respiratory rates between 19 and 25 breaths·min$^{-1}$ (i.e., 11 out of the 25 patients), correct classification was on average 47%. If the sample duration was increased to 120 s, this proportion increased to 54% (figure 4b).

Discussion

We have shown that routine clinical measurements of respiratory rate taken in unwell patients vary substantially and do not necessarily match the breathing rate averaged over a longer time. Many clinicians already suspect that small samples of a variable feature such as breathing can give imprecise results. Variation in repeat observations, within patients, has already been described [5, 7] but has been attributed to inter-observer or inter-device variation. For example, in a widely cited study of 140 emergency patients, two trained observers measured respiratory rate, sequentially, each over a 1 min period [5]. The limits of agreement between pairs of measurements was 5.4 breaths·min$^{-1}$, and was attributed to “interobserver variability”. The authors did not consider the possibility that two measures of a patient’s respiratory rate, within a 5 min time frame, could be very different. When the inherent variation of the signal is recognised, the need for much longer periods of observation to obtain reproducible values becomes evident, as noted by Tobin and co-workers [8] who showed that 15 min averages were required for consistent results.

Our measurements of respiratory rate used an integer number of breaths and a precisely measured time period, whereas it is really the zero. However systematic errors of this type will not affect the outcome measure of interest, which is variation between repeated measures.

We studied a convenience cohort of clinically unwell patients with a wide range of respiratory rates (see figure 2b), and our findings should be generalisable to many emergency patients. However, clinical
conditions may differ. For example, rapid shallow breathing in pneumonia, where respiratory rate may exceed 40 [9], may limit the potential for variation. Conversely, bradypnoea caused by opioids increases variation in breath duration [10]. The breathing records we used are likely to be typical of acutely ill
patients with a variety of illnesses. The patients we studied were of a “sick but stable” group, in a well-staffed environment and not giving rise to immediate concern, and the median values we report are clinically plausible. Breath-to-breath variation appears to be greater in older subjects [8].

Our observations suggest that previous reports have drawn inappropriate conclusions. Bianchi et al. [11] compared 1 min observation periods using two methods of measurement, but their samples were not synchronous. They found a negligible overall difference, which would be expected on statistical grounds, but the 95% limits of agreement were wide, ±5 breaths·min⁻¹. Bretecher et al. [12] compared five commercial devices with similar results. Clearly, comparisons that use short observation periods should only be made using exactly the same time period for each measurement. If not, discrepancies between different devices or methods will be inferred, because small samples have been taken from a number of different breaths (figure 1c).

Most automatic devices process the derived signal to display a “smoothed” breathing rate using methods such as median filtering. Although the output value is a continuous “average”, it may never represent a specific value from an identifiable time period. If respiratory rate is derived from other physiological signals, such as ECG or pulse plethysmography, the temporal relationship becomes even less direct.

Such variability in clinical observations has been overlooked by research into physiological scoring and warning systems, which do not consider imprecision of the input data. The first obvious problem is that the measure itself is imprecise. Since recognition of this problem, and attempts to reduce it, have been limited, we should consider the possibility that not only would greater precision increase trust in respiratory measurement for patient assessment, but also that better information might improve management. Consider assessing cardiac rhythm using an electrocardiogram compared with palpation of the pulse!

The second problem is that imprecise measures introduce bias in statistical relationships. Random variation introduces “noise”, which can obscure the relationship between an input measure and an outcome such as admission to intensive care. Random variation blurs what might otherwise be a clear association [13]. For example, the present UK scoring system sets a steep relationship between respiratory rate and the score value for respiratory rates between 20 and 25 (figure 4). In contrast, a machine-based decision tree generated a more gradual fit [14]. With the decision tree, a rate of up to 18 scores 0, 19 to 20 scores 1, 21 to 25 scores 2, and 25 or more is scored at 3, thus fitting a gradual effect to the clinical respiratory rate measurements. Similarly, a logistic regression process can more readily classify poor outcome [15]. Simply put, converting a continuous measure (such as respiratory rate) into categories (such as a score) by using cut-off values is statistically inefficient [16].

Another statistical problem is that scanty and imprecise data from individuals, often a single score, are used for categorical predictions, such as “will be admitted to ITU, or die, within 24 h”. Although the proportion of patients with an adverse outcome increases as the score increases, the precision of prediction for an individual patient may be limited. Problems in transforming individual categorical data into predictive tools are acknowledged in other biological analyses [17, 18] and are now becoming relevant in outcome

---

**FIGURE 4** The proportion of measurements from each patient that would give a respiratory rate score the same as the score gained by the overall respiratory rate (the most precise measure) for that patient. The vertical dotted lines are the score cut-off values and the numbers above are the score values that are allocated for a rate in each zone. Panel (a) uses measurements made over 30 s, Panel (b) measurements made over 120 s. Scoring is much less consistent when the overall respiratory rate is between 20 and 25 breaths·min⁻¹. Consistency improves when samples of longer duration are used. NEW: UK National Early Warning Score.
prediction [19, 20]. The phenomenon has been imaginatively described as the “giant rat” approach: data from many individuals can be combined to yield a quantitative description that may well be valid when applied to an entire population [14] but may not reliably predict an individual outcome [21].

Many factors affect clinical respiratory rate measurement and recording. The topic is poorly covered in medical textbooks [22] and hospital staff generally do it badly [2]. A retrospective study of 2,500,000 nursing records showed substantial preference for respiratory rates of 14, 16, 18 and 20 [3]. If doctors are trained to count respiratory rate over a 60 s time period, the rates are relatively evenly distributed, whereas values recorded routinely showed marked preference for 16, 18 and 20 [23]. Our findings suggest that a device to acquire breath counts over longer time periods would be needed.

Automatic devices to measure respiratory rate are available, but most are cumbersome, restrictive, not well tolerated, prone to interference and expensive, and are generally only used in specialised applications. The clinical assessment of such monitoring devices is limited: they are often only tested in healthy volunteers or stable patients with moderate illness, or in special circumstances such as during sedation or after anaesthesia. Few studies validate devices in appropriate populations, such as unwell general medical and surgical patients. A systematic review concluded that suitable devices for measuring respiratory rate in general medical wards, i.e. more general surveillance monitoring, are not yet available [24]. Another review compared studies of continuous monitoring with those that used intermittent charting [25]. Although nine studies were classified as “continuous”, only four used a continuous process to assess respiratory rate, and these appeared no better in preventing adverse events.

A future approach would be to use a device that allowed staff to make reliable measurements of respiratory rate over a suitable length of time [26–29]. Small wearable devices that directly measure respiratory movements and allow precise counts to be made over longer periods could improve the precision of rate measures [30], although such devices require adequate clinical validation. Precision will increase in proportion to the square root of the sample duration, so changing from a 30 s to a 15 min observation could improve precision about five times. At present, we cannot predict the impact that improved precision could have on assessment and early detection of deterioration, but it is this part of the “afferent limb” of the control loop (illness recognition and treatment response) that requires improvement [31].

Limited consideration of measurement error is commonplace in modern medical research [4], as “big data” uses material not originally intended for research. However, despite its limited precision, respiratory rate still contributes as much predictive information to illness scores as do other measures [32]. With more precise measurements, made more frequently, value trends might contribute even more information to outcome prediction [32]. Understanding the reason for imprecision in our current procedures should stimulate developing better methods, and suitable sensors, to count and record appropriate samples of breathing.
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